LITTLE KONA HAT, GOES WITH THIS OR THAT

Kaholo R, L,

Hds. hold brim of hat, on word "this", R hd. touch top of hat briskly, point out to R front leg

FUNNY OLD PAPALE FOR THE SKINNY OR FAT

Kaholo R, L

R hd. tap top of hat 3x, L hd. on hip, hds. with palms facing in, push down on side of body, hds. make rounded circle on side

WEAR IT WITH A SMILE, REAL HAWAIIAN STYLE

Kaholo R, L

Hds. wave at mouth and over at mouth, hds. cross inward and outward

TRIM IT WITH HIBISCUS OR A LITTLE GRASS SHACK

Kaholo R, L

Turn palms over at base of hat, hds. make house in front

MALIHINI'S FAIR, WEAR IT WITH AN AIR FLAIR

Kaholo R, L

Give R hd. out to R side, turn palms over at side of hat

ALL THE KAMA'AINA'S WEAR IT EVERYWHERE

Kaholo R, L

Point thumbs at self 3x, hds. cross inward and open to sides

TO A HUKILAU OR A BIG LUAU

Kaholo R, L

Hds. out on L side and pull nets, R fingers eat poi from L hd.

WITH THEIR FANCY KONA HAT

Kaholo R, L

Hds. hold brim of hat

LITTLE KONA HAT, USED WITH THIS OR THAT

Kaholo R, L

Hds. hold hat at brim, point to top of hat on "this" and point out to R side on "that".

EVEN FOR RELAXING ON YOUR LAUHALA MAT

Kaholo R, L

R hd. under Chin, L hd. under R elbow, hds. wave from R to L for mat

WEAR IT EVERYWHERE, TO ANY AFFAIR

Wawae ki'i R ft., than L ft.

L hd. on hip, R hd. give out to R, repeat to opposite side
HO'OMALIMALI WITH NEVER A CARE

F.t. Ami kuku R, Kaholo L
Hd. Hds. rub up at arm 3x, L hd. on hip, R index finger shake "no"
hds. up at side of head shake palms outward 1x
KEIKI'S LOVE IT TOO, EVEN OLD TUTU'S

F.t. Kaholo R, Kaholo L with a body bend down and up 4x
Hd. L hd. on hip, R hd. down on R side low with palm down, hds.
cross at self, L hd. on L lap, R hd. on back of R hip
WEAR IT WHEN THEY DO THE HULA KU'I FOR YOU

F.t. Kaholo R, Hu-e step to L 2x
Hd. Hds. turn palms over at base of hat, hds. slap thighs and pull
R fists in to self 2x, L hd. on hip
WHEN YOU'RE FEELING GAY, AND YOU'RE ON YOUR WAY

F.t. Kaholo R,L
Hd. Hds. wave at mouth and over, L hd. give out to L, R on hip.
WEAR THIS SASSY KONA HAT, RIGHT ON THE PO'O

F.t. Walk to L side facing L 2x, point R ft. out and hold for 2 count
Hd. L hd. at back of hat, R hd. on hip, hold for 6 counts, L hd.
tap top of hat on last 2 counts
SASSY LITTLE KONA HAT

F.t. Ami around the island to front and end.
Hd. L hd. remains back of hat. On ending, R hd. tip hat front.
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